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ORFOLK — Deep in the job
opportunities area of the Apple
Computer Inc. Web site lurks a little
tidbit that would make local Mac lovers cheer.

“We are actively recruiting,” she said, “for
all types of reasons.” Wik said she would
have no information about any new Apple
store until a week before it opened. The
company likes to keep its expansion plans
confidential even after signing a lease and
beginning construction, she said.
MacArthur Center officials also shed no
light. “I have nothing to tell you,” said Karen
Winters, the mall’s marketing director.
However, the ifoapplestore.com Web site
has posted Apple’s plans for a Norfolk

The company usually takes about six
months to open a new store, Allen said. His
Web site attracts many Apple fans who like
to travel to store openings and gather as
early as possible to celebrate the event. “I’m
sure that this will generate the typically
large crowd,” he said.
David Pogue
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ost of these goodies will take time
to reach the masses. One, however,
has already arrived, six months
ahead of schedule: Apple’s switch to Intel
chips for its Macintosh computers.
The first such retrofitted model, the iMac,
went on sale last week. Like the existing
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“We certainly haven’t made any
announcements,” said Monica Wik,
a spokeswoman for Apple, based in
Cupertino, Calif. She said she wasn’t
sure why the company’s job search
section would list the Norfolk location.
Ifoapplestore.com a Web site that tracks
information about Apple’s retail activities,
has posted Apple’s plans for a Norfolk
store on its front page. It names Hampton
Roads among the largest areas in the
country without an Apple retail presence

store on its front page. The location is
notable to those watching the Web site,
which tracks information about Apple’s retail
activities, because it names Hampton Roads
among the largest metropolitan areas in the
country without an Apple retail presence. It
also would be one of Apple’s first new stores
in the past several months that brings the
company into a region without an existing
store, said Gary Allen, the Apple aficionado
who operates the site.
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Yet before any Apple addicts get too
excited, they should know that neither the
company’s nor the mall’s representatives
would confirm plans for a local store.

7:30

.

A search of jobs at Apple retail stores by
state lists “Norfolk-McArthur-VA” among
six locations named in Virginia. If the
listing means a new store is coming to
MacArthur Center in downtown Norfolk,
it would be the first Apple retail outlet in
Hampton Roads.
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iMac model, which remains available,
the new one is a sleek, thin, snow-white
flat-panel screen with no actual computer
box; the guts of the computer are hidden inside. The new iMac, like the old, is
virus-free, spyware-free and gorgeous to
behold. It still has a built-in camera for live
Internet videoconferences, still can record
DVD’s, still comes with a remote for controlling music, photo slideshows and DVD
playback from across the room, and still
has built-in Bluetooth and Wi-Fi wireless
networking. Even the price is the same:
$1,300 for the 17-inch model, $1,700 for
the 20-incher.
But now there’s Intel inside.

see Pogue on
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Straight Talk on Mac Security Risks
Rebecca Freed - MacCentral
Feb 6, 2006

A

re Macs impervious to malicious
software? No. Have Macs been the
subject of catastrophic attacks? No
again. Should Mac users be vigilant anyway?
Of course.
It’s time for me to fess up: I’ve been as complacent as most Mac users when it comes
to taking precautions to safeguard my data
and the integrity of my system. Although
my Windows PC is swaddled in antivirus,
anti-spyware, and firewall software, my
Mac has been fairly undefended, up to
now. I just haven’t felt much urgency to
put up barriers against threats that don’t
seem to exist.
But at Macworld Expo last month, I stopped
by the booths of several security software
vendors and began to wonder if they are
pushing products people don’t need, or if
they know something I don’t. After all, Mac
users are just as vulnerable as anyone to the
social engineering used by many computer
exploits to install themselves. (While Mac
fanatics will insist that they’re more sophisticated than the Wintel rabble, there are
plenty of innocents in Apple-land as well.)
Justifiable confidence?
The complacency about Mac security
has some basis in fact: OS X comes with
many of the ports that could allow snooping closed; you have to change a System
Preference to activate file sharing, personal
Web hosting, or even printer sharing. If you
don’t use these features, you’re protected
by default. If you want to give other users
access to some areas of your system, you
should turn on the firewall that’s built into
OS X. The firewall is in the same System
Preference window as the sharing services,
and it lets you close all ports except those
for services you want to allow. The firewall
has some advanced features, including
activity logging and a stealth mode. If enabled, the stealth mode makes your Mac
invisible to incoming data inquiries, which
is essentially the same thing that hardware
firewalls do. If your home network includes
a router with a built-in firewall, it probably
gives you the same kind of protection.
Turning on OS X’s firewall is a no-brainer, but
finding it isn’t. I looked for this control under
the Security heading — but instead you
need to double-click the System Preferences
icon in the Dock, then double-click the Sharing icon in the Internet & Network section.

The Security preference in the Personal
section deals with managing passwords
for account access and FileVault, OS X’s
built-in encryption capability. I think FileVault is a great idea, but it’s something of
a blunt instrument. I would like the ability
to encrypt just some folders, not all of my
hard drive. And as someone who regularly
forgets passwords, I’m scared of the possibility that I could irretrievably lock up the
contents of my hard drive.

infected with. So back at home, I downloaded a trial version of the US$25 program and scanned my system. Predictably, MacScan found no malicious apps. I
checked out the company’s list of known
spyware, and it consists mostly of keyloggers — programs that can be surreptitiously installed on a computer to record
a user’s activities — although MacScan
does identify some Trojan horses and
remote dialers as well.

Another reason that Mac users tend not to
worry about exploits is that Apple tends to
patch discovered vulnerabilities quickly. In
2005 Apple issued nine security updates
as well as product updates incorporating
security patches. These patches addressed
exploits that were theoretical; as with most
Windows vulnerabilities, no one had used
the security holes to create a worm or
virus and release it into the wild. For example, last May an independent developer
revealed a proof-of-concept exploit in a
Dashboard widget, but no malicious activities were reported as a result of the security hole. Within days, Apple had released
a security update that fixed the problem:
You are now warned with a dialog box
when you download and open a widget,
and you can remove them, unlike in the
first iteration of Dashboard.

Since I don’t share my Mac with anybody, and there’s no one in my home
office who’d want to spy on me, I don’t
need to worry much about keyloggers.
And I wasn’t completely satisfied with
the amount of information provided by
MacScan: There are generic descriptions
of the various general categories of malicious software, but no information about
the specific programs, such as how
prevalent they are or how much damage
they are capable of. Spyware scanners
for Windows often give you this kind of
information.

Like using the built-in firewall, taking
advantage of OS X’s Software Update is also
a no-brainer. To set up automatic updates,
open System Preferences, click on Software
Update in the System section, and choose
an interval at which to check for updates.
Safety software
All the precautions I’ve just discussed are
nonintrusive and no-cost, since they are
included in the operating system. But are
they enough? Just because almost no Mac
vulnerabilities have turned into full-blown
exploits in recent years, does that mean it
won’t happen? It would be foolish to think
so, and OS X’s defenses aren’t foolproof. I
tried downloading the malicious widget
mentioned above, and found that the system’s warning said only “do you want to install the program ‘zaptastic’”? That doesn’t
tell me anything about the program or
warn me that it’s potentially harmful. Only
by comparing the name of the applet to
a database of known viruses or spyware
would I learn that I shouldn’t install it.
I checked out a spyware scanner from
Securemac.com called MacScan 2.0, after
speaking with the vendor at Macworld
Expo and secretly thinking “Yeah, right.
Mac spyware. Show me, dude.” What the
vendor showed me was a list of programs
that its system had been intentionally

Antivirus scanner
I also tried a free, open-source antivirus
scanner for OS X, called ClamXav. I found
it to be reasonably full-featured, allowing
me to schedule scans and specify folders
to watch. It was easy to install and run, and
scanned everything on my system, including my e-mail files. When I ran it, ClamXav
found a potentially harmful attachment.
Scanning e-mail is important because
Mac users could unwittingly forward an
infected message attachment received
from a Windows user. In fact, catching and
containing crud received from Windows
users is currently the best reason to use
a virus scanner on the Mac. I haven’t used
ClamXav for long, but I’m keeping it on
my Mac. I’d recommend giving it a try.
A firewall that tells too much
And then there’s Little Snitch, a complement to the OS X firewall that monitors
which programs on your system are
calling out to the Internet, and through
which ports. This $25 shareware has a
trial that lasts for only 3 hours, but that’s
probably long enough to alert you to
any suspicious programs — or drive you
crazy, whichever comes first.
When I tried Little Snitch, it repeatedly
popped up warnings for innocent connections (such as my e-mail program
sending a message) even if I checked
see MacSecurity on
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software timing tests on each one, and keep
score in a notebook. Invite some friends over
to share in the excitement.
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Why on earth would Apple abandon
the I.B.M.-Freescale processors that have
served Mac fans so well for so many years?
The official reasons are speed and heat;
Intel’s newest chip, the Core Duo, offers
more of the first with less of the second.
That’s a big deal, especially in laptops; Apple’s existing PowerBook laptops already
get so hot, the smell of barbecued meat
practically wafts from your thighs.
The switch is also good for Apple because
it puts to death the Megahertz Myth. For
years, Apple was at a public-perception
disadvantage because consumers mistakenly believed you could rate a computer’s
speed by its chip. “That 3-gigahertz PC
must be faster than a 2-gigahertz Mac,”
they would say. But megahertz comparisons are valid only between two chips of
the same family - say, two Pentium 4’s.
Now, though, many Macs and PC’s will indeed
contain the same processor, Intel’s new Core
Duo chip. As a computer-speed measurement, the chip-speed rating is still bogus
- memory, operating system, circuitry, hard
drive and other factors also determine a computer’s speed - but less bogus than before.
Now, you can’t just drop a new chip into
a computer and expect it to work. Tens of
thousands of software programs run on
the Mac - and every one of them expects
to find, at the other end, a PowerPC chip
(the old Mac kind). Each one, not to mention the operating system itself, must be
rewritten in the Intel language.
That’s a nightmarish mountain of work,
but Apple has pulled it off almost flawlessly. The operating system, Mac OS X 10.4.4,
has indeed been rejiggered to speak
Intellese, while otherwise remaining 100
percent identical in look, feel and features.
The armada of Mac OS X ancillary programs has also been rewritten: Safari (Web
browser), Mail (e-mail), Address Book, iCal
(calendar), iTunes (music playback), Calculator, Chess, Dictionary, DVD Player and on
and on. Even Apple’s new iLife ‘06 suite has
also been converted, and is included on all
new Macs: iPhoto (for photos), iMovie (for
editing your home videos), GarageBand
(for podcasting and music composition)
and iWeb (a new supersimple Web sitecreation program).
For some real fun some Saturday afternoon, set up an Intel iMac and its identical-looking predecessor side by side. Sit
there with a stopwatch, perform the same

What you’ll discover is that the new iMac
is deliciously fast when it’s running Intelready software. Just turning the machine
on is a joy, because starting up now takes
20 seconds instead of 60, like the previous
model; you’ll want to do it again and again.
Programs open up a lot faster, too: GarageBand, for example, is ready for your musical
inspiration in only 9 seconds, rather than
20. Web pages appear startlingly quickly:
nytimes.com pops open in about 1 second
(versus 2), Amazon is ready in 2 seconds
(versus 4) and MSN appears in 6 seconds
(versus 8).
In other words, if your computer world is
complete with programs for e-mail, the Web,
word processing, graphics viewing, music
playing and editing of photos, movies, basic
Web sites and music tracks, then choosing
the IntelliMac over the regular iMac is a
no-brainer. The computer comes preloaded
with all the software you need, all Intelready. You get a heck of a lot more speed for
the same price.
But not everyone lives on Apple software
alone, and here’s where things get more
interesting. Software companies are hard at
work converting their programs into IntelliMac-compatible versions; you’ll know them
when you see them, because they’ll bear a
new, yin-yang logo labeled “Universal.” (In
other words, these programs run on both
old and new Macs.)
To tide its fans over until those programs
are ready, Apple has embedded a seamless,
completely invisible translation program
(code-named Rosetta - get it?) in the operating system. It allows the existing versions of
these programs to run just as they are.
Some existing programs, including Microsoft Word, Excel, Entourage and PowerPoint,
open, work and scroll “like butter,” as the
Apple chief Steve Jobs puts it. America
Online, Quicken, Firefox, FileMaker Pro and
other programs also work perfectly in this
mode. There is no visible indication that
your software is being translated into a different language in real time.
Other programs, including current versions
of Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator and After
Effects, run, but slowly. In the Dreamweaver
Web-design program, for example, palettes
and windows pop onto the screen with a
slight delay.
Alas, there’s a third category of professional,
intensive programs that don’t run at all on
the new Macs, even with Rosetta transla-

tion. They include Microsoft’s VirtualPC,
Digidesign’s Pro Tools, and even some
sold-separately Apple programs like Final
Cut Pro, Aperture and DVD Studio Pro.
No, wait - actually, there’s a fourth software
category: really, really old software, pre2001 programs that require Mac OS 9. They
don’t run on Intel-based Macs, either, and
never will. (These Macs no longer include
the translation program called Classic that
allows such software to run.)
If your work depends on these professional
or very old programs, you don’t want an
Intel Mac. Wait until everything you need
has been Universalized. Apple has real
chutzpah asking its faithful followers to
drag themselves through this major architectural changeover; it is, after all, the third
such switch in 12 years. First there was the
switch to so-called PowerPC processors in
1994, which also required all new software
versions; then the switch to Mac OS X in
2001, which again required new software
versions. These can be expensive switches;
for example, you’ll have to pay Apple $50
for each Universalized professional program (Final Cut and so on) even though
you don’t get any new features for the
money except speed.
From a technical standpoint, though, Apple has brought a staggeringly complex
ship down for a surprisingly soft landing.
It has made an excellent computer even
snappier without increasing the price, and
done an amazing job of concealing the
technical plumbing.
The next Mac to receive the Intel conversion will be the PowerBook laptop. The
new MacBook Pro, as it has been renamed
(to widespread befuddlement), makes its
debut next month with the promise of
even greater speed gains. The Power Mac,
iBook laptop and Mac Mini will presumably follow.
The best news, though, is yet to come. It
comes in two parts: first, the increasing
speed as more and more programs are
Universalized. Second, in principle, with
the assistance of a driver kit that someone will surely write, Intel-based Macs
can be restarted in Microsoft Windows.
Everybody wins: Microsoft can sell more
copies of Windows, Apple makes the only
computers on earth that can run both
consumer operating systems at full speed,
and the masses don’t have to sacrifice the
huge library of Windows-only software.
How’s that for an outlook?
01.31-04.30.06
User ID: User
Password: Group
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“Our students are digital natives. We seek
to meet our students where they are, and
iTunes is the interface that most of our
students are already familiar with,” Politte
said.
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the “allow forever” option. And Little Snitch
requires a rather high degree of computer
know-how: It doesn’t give you any hints
as to which programs are legitimate and
whether they should or shouldn’t be using
a particular port. I got numerous warnings
related to my system connecting to my
iDisk remote storage — but they weren’t
easily recognizable and could have been
very worrying.
ZoneAlarm for Windows does a much better job of interpreting connections and allowing you to turn off particular alerts. Little
Snitch is getting kicked off my system.
Other options
There are a handful of commercial antivirus
programs and security suites for the Mac as
well, including McAfee’s Virex, Symantec’s
Norton Antivirus and Personal Firewall, and
Intego’s collection of security products for
the Mac, including ChatBarrier (an iChat
encryption product), NetBarrier, and Virus
Barrier.
Last winter, Macworld compared Mac
security products, and the reviewer liked
Intego’s $70 VirusBarrier best among the
antivirus products reviewed. And in a
Macworld roundup of third-party software
firewalls, the reviewer found that these
products didn’t add significant improvements over the built-in OS X firewall.
After mulling all of this over, I think I’ve
reformed a bit. I now have a few more defenses in place and a healthy caution about
downloading and installing unknown files
— but I’m not paranoid. I’ll fork over a
donation to the developer of ClamXav, to
make sure he keeps updating the product,
and I’ll keep an eye on information sources
like Mac Security News and MacInTouch.
Mostly, I figure that I’ll take the same reasonable, sensible security precautions that I
take with my Windows PC to keep out most
of the crud — and I won’t be surprised
when the Mac crud inevitably surfaces.
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Apple’s service offers universities a
customized version of the iTunes software,
allowing schools to post podcasts, audio
books or video content on their iTunesaffiliated Web sites. The iTunes-based
material will be accessible on Windowsbased or Macintosh computers and
transferable to portable devices, including
Apple’s iPods.
Friday January 27,
By May Wong, AP Technology Writer

Apple Expands iTunes
Podcast Service
Apple Computer Introduces Nationwide
Expansion of iTunes Podcast Service for
Universities
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) --

I

n its latest move to broaden its iPod and
iTunes franchises, Apple Computer Inc.
has introduced “iTunes U,” a nationwide
expansion of a service that makes course
lectures and other educational materials
accessible via Apple’s iTunes software.
The company behind the iPod portable
players, the iTunes online music store and
Macintosh computers had been working
with six universities on the pilot project
for more than a year and expanded the
educational program this week, inviting
other universities to sign up.
Internet access to college lectures is
nothing new, but listening to them
on portable gadgets is a more recent
phenomenon of the digital age, spurred
in part by the popularity of podcasts, or
downloadable audio files.
The University of Missouri offered
podcasts of lectures through its school
network before it signed up with Apple
last summer as a pilot school. But
“iTunes U” offered a software and service
package for free, said Keith Politte, the
development officer at the university’s
School of Journalism.
The market dominance of Apple’s iTunes
Music Store and iPods, which helped spawn
the podcast movement, also was key.

The service lets institutions decide if they
want to limit access to certain groups or
open the material to the public.
For instance, Stanford University, which
joined the pilot program last fall, gives
the public free access not only to some
lectures but also audio broadcasts of
sporting events through its iTunesaffiliated site.
Schools and universities have historically
been major contributors to Apple’s
computer sales. With iTunes U, Apple
“is leveraging the ubiquity that we’ve
established on campuses with iPods and
iTunes,” said Chris Bell, Apple’s director of
product marketing for iTunes.
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